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1st edition thus. Modest wear to binding. DJ lightly worn, price clipped. A VG+ copy in a VG DJ.

1st edition. "The rapid strides of the temperance movement all over the country, has called forth for a song
book adapted to every phase of the work...I ask you to begin at the first, and try every song in the book
before passing on its merit. You will find that each composition has a swing which makes it easy to sing, and
at the same time color enough to please any audience. If you appreciate my effort along the line of temperance
song, please do not fail to tell me so, as a little encouragement helps wonderfully. This is my first book, and
upon its success depends much of my usefulness in the future."
4 institutional holdings of this edition located on OCLC (Loma Linda, Asbury Theol., Boston U, UMich).
Significant wear to binding (worn, rubbed, lightly soiled). Textblock nearly detached from binding and paper
age-toned. Previous owner letters pasted to front pastedown and ffep. POI and ownership stamp to rear
pastedown. An about Good example.

1st printing (presumed), ca early 1840s. OCLC records one copy: AAS. General wear & soiling. Old brown
paper spine reinforcement. About Very Good.

1st printing. OCLC records just the AAS copy. NB. AAS copy recorded as having 33 pages, but at this
juncture, since were not sure what occasioned an odd number of pages, we have not yet been able to determine
the difference between this one of 32 pages, and their's. Worn, soiled, chipped & with horizontal tear across
middle of front wrapper. Old resewing by prior owner. Period prior owner signatures to front wrapper verso.
Good only.
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2nd edition. "This little book is the second edition of the Grand Army of Temperance song book. It contains
the best old and new Abstinence songs. This booklet makes available Abstinence songs for children and
youth in public and parochial schools, in character building organizations like the Scouts, and in homes and
churches. Light wear to wrappers (previous owner's signature to top of front wrapper). First and last pages
slightly age-toned. A VG example.

1st edition (presumed). Ca. 1910-1914.
At least 5
institutional holdings of this title (UC Davis, Emory,
Ohio Historical, Wesleyan, Brown). Rare in the trade.
Moderate wear to covers and spine (rubbing and slight
chipping/fraying, foxing to inside covers. Paper lightly
age-toned. Overall an about VG example.

1st edition, Seventeenth Thousand.
damping. About Very Good.

General wear & soiling. Old tide-line stain to text block from prior

1st printing, ca 1886-1887. OCLC records 3 holding institutions.
VG copy.

Modest wear & soiling to wrappers. A
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"This little book is a
Early, if not 1st, printing.
collection of songs for 'Juvenile Temperance Societies,'
'Look Up Legions,' and Sunday School Primary Classes,
and also includes temperance songs for use in
Kindergarten and Kitchen Garden Schools. While it is
nominally a book for the Cold Water Army, there are
songs which teach Sabbath observance, gentleness in
word and deed, kindness to animals and other kindred
principles which cannot be too early implanted in a child's
heart." Moderate wear to wrappers (rubbing, light
soiling). Paper age-toned. A VG example.

Ca. 1904. "This book contains a large number of new temperance and patriotic songs for chorus choirs and
soloists. Some popular standard songs are also included in the collection. While compiled, first of all, for use
in medal contest work, and furnishing music for all contests, from the Junior to the Silver-Gray, it is hoped
that the book will also be found helpful for general temperance meetings, where new music is always in
demand. The compiler is grateful to the publishers and to many friends for valuable aid, and for gratuitous
contributions." Moderate wear to binding (edges rubbed and worn, spine sunned). Paper slightly age-toned,
previous owner's signature to front pastedown. A Good+ example.

Ca. 1901 (date taken from OCLC). 3 institutional holdings located on OCLC (Brown, CA Baptist University &
Bishops University). Rare in the trade. Wrappers worn (age-toned and rubbed, spine chipping). Textblock
detached from wrappers. Paper slightly age-toned. A Good+ example.

1st edition, ca pre-1910. Wrappers worn, soiled & detached. A Good copy.
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1st edition (presumed). "For an Evening's Entertainment" - Program includes songs (no sheet music printed
within, however), recitations, and a play to be acted. Gordon includes instructions to adults on exactly how
the evening should be conducted, including: "Do not let your entertainment exceed an hour, or the children
will grow weary, and the last part of the program ought always to be the best" and "Pay special attention to
the chorus singing, that the words may be spojen distinctly, and be sure that the choruses are sung in quick,
lively time."
No institutional holdings located on OCLC. Rare. Significant wear to wrappers (soiling, rubbing &
creasing). 4 small holes punched in rear wrapper. Paper slightly age-toned & soiled. A Good+ example.

6th edition (stated). OCLC records one holding of an 1846 imprint (AAS). Not in American Imprints.
General wear & soiling. Lacks rear wrapper. Good.

1st edition. "To Frances E. Willard, who by pen
and voice, and deed, leads to larger liberty and
truer peace than ever yet have blessed America,
we dedicate the Songs of the Young Women's
Christian Temperance Unions, promising with
loyal voices to help sing in the better times."
Not found on OCLC.
Rare. Moderate wear to wrappers (soiling &
chipping at spine). Previous owner statement to
front wrapper. Paper age-toned at edges. An
about VG example.
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Later edition.
"This little book is a collection of songs for 'Juvenile Temperance Societies,' 'Look Up
Legions,' and Sunday School Primary Classes, and also includes temperance songs for use in Kindergarten and
Kitchen Garden Schools. While it is nominally a book for the Cold Water Army, there are songs which teach
Sabbath observance, gentleness in word and deed, kindness to animals and other kindred principles which
cannot be too early implanted in a child's heart."
No holdings of this later edition found on OCLC. Significant wear to wrappers (creasing to paper, rubbing &
light soiling). Paper slightly age-toned. A Good+ example.

"Twentieth Thousand" printing. At least 5 insitutional holdings of this edition found on OCLC. Significant
wear to wrappers (rubbing and chipping, soiling, wrappers almost detached). Paper age-toned, previous
owner's signature to inside front wrapper and title leaf. An about Good copy only.

1st edition. Rare in the trade. Wear to wrappers (worn, slightly soiled, POI to front wrapper, front wrapper
detached). Previous owner's signature to inside front wrapper, title leaf, and inside rear wrapper. A Good copy
only.

3rd edition. "Sixty-Five Thousand".

Index located on inside of rear wrapper.

2 institutional holdings of this edition located on OCLC (Brown & the University of Florida).
worn (light chipping to edges, soiling/age-toning). Paper age-toned. An about VG example.

Wrappers

2nd edition, ca 1880s. "Dear brother, come home, tarry not at the wine-cup! Where sin and indulgence
demands thee to stay; Tho' sweet to the taste, and tho' pleasing and tempting, There's death in the goblet,
then hasten away!"
6 institutional holdings found on OCLC (Samford U, Ohio Hist Connection, U of TX at Austin, Emory,
Newberry Library & Cornell). Rare in the trade. Significant wear to binding (soiling, rubbing, front board
almost detached from spine). Imperfect: lacks first leaf (pp. 1 & 2), paper age-toned. A Fair copy only.
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1st edition (presumed). Ca. 1910-1915. At least 4 institutional holdings located on OCLC (includes Brown,
USF, U of Mississippi). Wrappers and paper age-toned, pencil marking to top of front wrapper. A VG
example.

1st edition (presumed). Modest wear to binding (rubbing to edges, gilt slightly fading). POI to front
pastedown, owner's sticker to rear pastedown & first page of music. A VG example.

Ca. 1914. 7 institutional holdings located on OCLC (Univ of CT, IN University, Peabody Conservatory,
Moody Bible Institute, Johns Hopkins, Abilene Christian Univ & Anheuser Busch Co., Inc.). Modest wear to
wrappers (W.C.T.U. stamp to front wrapper, slight discoloration). Withal an about VG example.

Ca. 1909. Index located on inside of rear wrapper.
9 institutional holdings located on OCLC(to name a few: Emory, Detroit Public, Michigan State, Univ of
Missouri, Brown, Univ of Michigan & New Hampshire State). Rare in the trade. Significant wear to
wrappers (soiling/damp staining, rubbing, chipping & creasing). Chunk of rear wrapper missing from top
edge (losses). Paper age-toned and slightly soiled. A Good example.

1st edition (presumed). 9 institutional holdings (though pagination is off) found on OCLC (ie. Cal State,
Duke, UPitt, Brown, Univ of British Columbia, among others). Rare in the trade. Previous owner ink
markings to front wrapper (name, copyright information copied from first song). Paper and wrapper
age-toned and lightly worn. An about VG example.
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Ca. 1910. OCLC records 5 institutional holdings of this title (Mount Allison Univ, Univ of Toronto, Univ of
Waterloo, Univ of British Columbia, Canadian War Museum). Rare in the trade. Light wear. Paper slightly
age-toned (significant to first leaf), biopredation to single leaf within. Withal, a VG example.

1st edition (presumed). Ca. 1888. Other publishers listed: Boston:
Oliver Ditson & Co., Chicago: Lyon & Healy, Philadelphia: J. E.
Ditson & Co., Cincinnati: The John Church Co., San Francisco: Rev.
John D. Hammond.
"Temperance Rallying Songs is our contribution to help the cause
along. Prohibition and Gospel Temperance work are well provided
for; also many good Campaign Songs are herein found. Our chief
desire and aim, however, has been to secure a good selection of
anjoyable and enthusing temperance music, suited to the wants of
Temperance Organizations and hom singing." Significant wear to
binding (rubbing, chipping and light soiling to spine and boards).
Paper age-toned, light notation to front pastedown and rear
endpapers, ownership stamp to title leaf and front free-endpaper. 4
sewing needles slid into pages throughout text (holds detached pages,
of which there are 3). A Good copy.

"Enlarged edition". "Herein will be found several pieces that heretofore could only be obtained in sheet form,
costing as much for one piece as this entire book. It has not been hurriedly compiled, under heavy pressure to be
completed at a set time, or for some particular occasion, but it is the result of years of thought and patient study;
condensed into the smallest possible amount of space, in order to be able to fix the price so low that it will be
within the reach of all, and its cost no obstacle to its universal distribution among temperance people both at
hom and at their public places of meeting." Moderate wear to binding (rubbing to edges, light soiling), slight
warping to boards. Paper lightly age-toned, POI in pencil to front pastedown. Overall, a VG example.
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1st edition (presumed). Ca. 1920 - 1933 (date taken from OCLC). "The liquor issue, because of its moral,
social, economic and industrial bearing on the public welfare, concerns the interest of practically every
citizen. By adding to this issue declarations on other important issues which the old parties have neglected,
the Prohibitionists have evolved a strong national platform of action which appeals to many patriotic
voters. Cynics may say 'you cannot win,' but the Gallup survey shows that there are 18,000,000 believeres
[sic] in Prohibition in the United States. This means we have the numbers... What tremendous political power
that represents. It should be harnessed to a political party and put to work to save our Democracy."
2 institutional holdings located on OCLC (Drew University & the Clarke Historical Library). Rare in the
trade. Modest wear (tanning/age-toning to wrappers & paper). A VG example.

"To inspire and cheer the temperance worker, to persuade and rescue those in danger, to rouse to action
indifferent Christians, to make public sentiment against the use of intoxicating drinks and in favor of creating
and enforcing an efficient body of temperance law, to stimulate and vitalize the public civic conscience these are some of the purposes of this collection of Temperance songs, prepared at the suggestion of the
leaders of the Anti-Saloon League." Wear to covers and spine (edges rubbed and worn, fraying, soiled &
creased). Paper slightly age-toned and lightly pencil marked; title leaf cut in half (lacks bottom half). Good
only.

1st edition (presumed). "In compliance with the often-expressed wishes of Temperance friends in different
parts of the country, we offer a new compilation of Songs, Choruses, Glees, Hymns, etc., for use in
Temperance meetings, Lodge meetings, and the Temperance home circle. We believe that the Song Herald will
supply the demand for fresh, rousing Temperance songs, as much care has been exercised in the selection of
melodies and adaptation of words to the same. All Temperance orgnaizations will here find Odes and Hymns
for Lodge use; and, as a book for public Temperance meetings, also, we consider the Song Herald unsurpassed
by any other of its kind."
11 institutional holdings found on OCLC. Rare in the trade. Wear to binding (rubbing, light soiling), lean
to spine. Paper age-toned, light pencil marking to ffep. An about VG example.
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1st printing (presumed). Contains printed lyrics. "No-License is Our Theme (Tune: 'Yankee Doodle'):
Friends, No License is the theme,/ That all we folks delight in;/ We'll write it down to fit the tune/ Our fathers
made for fightin'./ If you want to stop a man/ From drinking rum and brandy,/ Don't give a license to the
shop/ That always keeps it handy."
No institutional holdings located on OCLC. Rare in the trade.
Moderate wear (horizontal crease down
center, age-toning to edges). Light tearing (no losses) to horizontal crease at joints. Withal, an about VG
example.

1st edition (presumed). "We believe the name of thes [sic] book tells its contents. This collection of hymn
and sacred songs has been compiled with great care, and contains the most useful and popular pieces for all
temperance and prohibition gatherings. There are a number of pieces for quartettes and duets and solos, and
songs specially adapted for childen's [sic] meetings. We hope that these songs will not only find their way
into the churches and Sunday schools, but into the homes of all people." Obviously, someone forgot to
spell-check their work before publishing!
3 institutional holdings located on OCLC (UMich x2, Methodist Theol.). Rare in the trade. Moderate wear to
wrappers (light soiling, rubbing). Paper age-toned. An about VG example.

"In my Temperance work, I have long felt the need of just such a songster - one in which the pieces were so
worded as to be especially appropriate for No-license rallies, and set to old familiar tunes so that the whole
audience could join heartily in the singing. Hence I decided to take a number of the best Temperance songs and
change the word of them just a little here and there, adapting them especially for No-license rallies and
Temperance meetings of all kinds. I have allowed the National Temperance Society to publish it on condition
that it is published and sold at about cost, - so low at least that No-license workers and Church Temperance
Committees everywhere could afford to procure them in large quantities, if they desired."
OCLC records just 1 institutional holding of this edition (Ohio Historical Conn.), and 4 holdings of the 1898
edition. Both editions rare in the trade. Light wear to wrappers, slight age-toning to paper. Previous owner's
faint signature to front wrapper. Withal, a VG example.
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1st edition (presumed). "I asked my dear brother in the Lord, Rev. Dr. Rankin... who I thought understood my
work, and was in full sympathy with it - to prepare a Hymnal for my especial use. He has done so, and here it
is. I believe it will be found full of the sweetness and power of the Gospel; and I commend it to all Gospel
Temperance workers. In addition to the old prayer meeting hymns of our fathers, it contains some of the most
useful Gospel hymns of our own day... Brethren, we are the ransomed of the Lord. Let us go on our way to
Zion, with songs and everlasting joy upon our heads. Let us proclaim our Great Captain's praises. Sing,
people, sing!"
7 institutional holdings located on OCLC (Columbia, Samford U, Emory, Boston U, Oberlin, Middlebury
Coll, United Theol Seminary). Rare in the trade. Modest wear to binding (age-toning to edges, rubbing &
light soiling). Paper slightly age-toned, previous owner's signature/address and stamp to ffep, stamp to title
leaf rfep. Withal a VG example.

Ca. later 20th century. Light wear to wrappers. A VG+ example.

Date taken from rear wrapper. Near Fine.

Light age-toning/tanning to wrapper edges. A VG+ example.
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1st edition (presumed). Wrappers lightly worn and soiled. "Pacific Palisades Union" penned to front
wrapper, paper slightly worn. An about VG example.

1st edition (presumed). Title not found on OCLC. Modest wear to binding (rubbing to edges). Previous
owner's signature and note to front wrapper in black ink, small pencil notations throughout. An about VG
example.

Ca pre-WWI (?). Rare in the trade. Wear and soiling to covers (creasing/cracking to covers, fraying and
rubbing to edges), with old red cloth reinforcement along spine. Paper age-toned, pencil markings to inside
front wrapper. Evidence of damping to rear cover. Good.

1st edition (presumed).
"It has been our aim to make as good a collection as possible, not only of
temperance songs, but also of songs suitable for entertainments, religious meetings, and all song services.
We send forth Silver Tones on its mission, hoping that it will bear a part in hastening the overthrow of the
liquor traffic, and in making the world happier and better." Wear to binding (rubbing/chipping, soiling &
age-toning). Previous linen tape repair to front and rear pastedowns. A Good+ example.

"The Anti-Saloon League of America: Special Souvenir Edition." "The Anti-Saloon League of America: The
object of this league is the extermination of the traffic in alcoholic beverages and the prevention of
alcoholism and attendant evils, for the accomplishment of which the allicance of all who are in sympathy
with this object is invited. The league pledges itself to avoid affiliation with any political party as such and
to maintain an attitude of strict neutrality on all questions not directly and immediately concerned with the
traffic in beverage alcohol."
Wrappers worn, slightly creased. Name erased to top of front wrapper. An about VG example.
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1st edition (presumed).
"If a boy gets through his teens
without acquiring a love for liquor, he rarely becomes a
drunkard afterward. If there were no saloons for him to get
started in, and no liquor that he could easily get at, his activity
and love of excitement would readily find their gratification in
other ways. He would be quite as ready to go to the
gymnasium or to some athletic game or perhaps concert or
lecture, as now to a saloon. It is good to try to save the
drunkards, but it is better to try to save the boys from
becoming drunkards, and far more hopeful."
Rare in the trade. Significant wear to binding (rubbing and
chipping to paper-covered boards), light soiling. Paper
slightly age-toned, hinge break after p. 142, POI in pencil to
front free endpaper. Withal, a Good+ example.

Later printing, as rear advert states the recent publication of Sacred Songs No. 2. Modest wear to binding
(rubbing & tanning to edges). Lean to spine. Previous white cloth tape repair to endpapers. Small mark in red
pen to rear pastedown. An about VG example.

Modest wear to wrappers (scuffing & rubbing). A VG example.

1st edition (presumed). "In Trumpet Notes we have sought to combine the choicest gems from all the books,
with many of the very best from other sources, and to give a large number of new tunes from some of the most
popular composers in the country, together with many of the old familiar Gospel songs, and adapted to all
organizations and Temperance assemblies, and to supply a Standard Book of Song suitable for every phase of
the movement."
8 institutional holdings located on OCLC (Samford, FSU, USF, Newberry, U of Indianapolis, Boston U,
Abilene Christian U, Bishops U). Wear to binding (heavily rubbed and soiled, worn). Paper age-toned, some
pencil notations to front & rear endpapers. A Good+ example.
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1st edition. "In preparing Bugle Notes, the aim has been to meet
the urgent and repeated demands for a higher class of music than
has heretofore been published, and no pains or expense have
been spared to meet the expectations of our friends and fellowworkers in the present advanced state of the Temperance
Reformation... Special effort has been made to procure
'Temperance Battle Hymns', 'Rallying Songs', 'Cold Water Glees'
and other stirring songs, so that these Bugle Notes will be made
to 'Sound the Battle Cry' in earnest." Moderate wear to binding
(edges rubbed and worn, spine sunned). Paper slightly age-toned,
previous owner's bookplate to front pastedown. A Good+
example.

"Revised." Excerpt from Hymn #12: "Don't sell him another drink, please sir, He's reeling already you see; I
fear when he comes home tonight sir, He'll beat my poor mother and me; She's waiting in darkness and cold,
sir, And dreading to hear him come home; He treats us so bad when he's drunk sir, O don't sell him any more
rum!"
Extra hymn laid-in in rear "Home-Land Ohio!"
No institutional holdings of this title found on OCLC. Rare in the trade. Moderate wear and soiling to
wrappers (light chipping to spine and edges). Paper age-toned, penciled names to inside front wrapper.
Withal, an about VG example.

Ca. late 1800s. "Beware, boys, beware of the fatal cup; Oh, touch not the brimming bowl, From ev'ry
draught of that poison spring, A fountain of tears shall roll; For ev'ry glass of that liquid fire, There's a tale to
write in blood; And for ev'ry drop that polluteth man, There's a cry ascends to God."
No institutional holdings found on OCLC. Rare in the trade. Modest wear to wrappers (light soiling &
tanning, pencil word marked to top of front wrapper). Paper slightly age-toned. Withal, a VG example.

Later edition (songs copyrighted up to 1892). Binding wor (rubbing and chipping to board edges, light soiling).
Paper age-toned, two light pencil markings found throughout. An about VG example.
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1st edition. "Into the cause of Prohibition has come with great power the persuasive influence of song. The
Silver Lake Temperance Assembly, at Silver Lake, N. Y., has felt it these nine years past, and from that
favored place this influence has radiated widely, through the Silver Lake Quartette. In many States, North and
South, East and West, during the year just closed, this group of singers has roused vast audiences to
enthusiastic approval of Prohibition Party truth." Wear to wrappers (front wrapper - worn and creased,
chipping to all edges). Imperfect - lacks rear wrapper. Previous owner stamp and light markings to front
wrapper a handful of inside pages. An about Good copy only.

1st edition (presumed). Wear and rubbing to binding (spine sunned, paper chipping to edges, light soiling).
Hinge break before and after textblock, very light pen marking to flyleaf. Paper age-toned. A Good+
example.

1st edition (presumed). Ca. 1913. "Pledge: I hereby solemly promise, GOD HELPING ME to abstain from all
Distilied, Fermented, and Malt Liquors, including Wine, Beer and Cicer; and to employ all proper means to
discourage the use of and traffic in the same."
3 holdings of this edition found on OCLC (NYPL, Brown & the Ohio Hist. Connection). Rare in the trade.
Modest wear to wrappers (light soiling and creasing). A VG example.

"Edition with Tunes" (Later edition). "It has been the aim of the
Committee to select a class of Music that experience has shown to be
invariably acceptable in Temperance work; and they hope this will
be considered when their selection is subjected to a critical
examination. Some pieces are inserted that will probably meet with a
favourable reception in family and social gatherings, as well as in
Temperance meetings."
No holdings located on OCLC. Rare. Binding worn and
rubbed, lightly soiled, spine shaken. Previous owner's signature
and address penned to front free-endpaper. Withal an about VG
example.
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2nd edition. "With an abiding faith in the righteousness of the temperance cause, and a firm belief in the
power of the grand old Templar Order to materially advance it, we send out little book out to help in the battle
of HOME AGAINST SALOON."
6 institutional holdings on OCLC (Cornell, Newberry, Emory, Samford, Ohio Historical, Uni. of TX). Rare in
the trade. Binding worn and soiled, paper age-toned. Ownership stamps to front board & endpapers. A Good
example.

1st edition (presumed). "In preparing the following pages, the object has been to present earnest, stirring
words and music which shall meet the demands of the temperance work in all its branches. With the exception
of a few valuable selections, both words and music are new, written especially for the book by the best talent
in the land."
Rare in the trade. Moderate wear to binding (rubbing, soiling & chipping to boards and edges). Spine
shaken and lightly fraying. Paper age-toned, small ink notation to front free endpaper & spine. A Good+
example.

1st edition. INSCRIBED PRESENTATION copy. "The music in
the Pure Light is nearly all new, and has been composed
expressly for this work; though some of the pieces have
appeared in the Youth's Temperance Visitor, whose 'Musical
Department' is conducted by the author of this work. We
believe that the Pure Light possesses some advantages over
most books which are similar in their character and object.
One important and attractive feature is that many of the tunes
are written upon four staffs, and are not crowded, as is often the
case with two or three parts upon one staff. Each part is kept
within the compass of the voice, and is thus made available to
the ordinary singer, while the music is chaste, classical, and
believed to be fully up to the standard."
2 institutional holdings found on OCLC (Loma Linda &
University of Missouri, Kansas City). Rare. Binding worn
and rubbed, lightly soiled. Hinge breaks before and after
textblock, spine shaken, paper age-toned. Penciled notation to
rear free-endpaper. A Good+ example.
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